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Abstract
The Virtual Table presents stereoscopic graphics to a user in a
workbench-like setting. This paper reports on a user interface and
new interaction techniques for the Virtual Table based on
transparent props— a tracked hand-held pen and a pad. These
props, but in particular the pad, are augmented with 3D graphics
from the Virtual Table’s display. This configuration creates a very
powerful and flexible interface for two-handed interaction that can
be applied to other back-projected stereographic displays as well:
the pad can serve as a palette for tools and controls as well as a
window-like see-through interface, a plane-shaped and throughthe-plane tool, supporting a variety of new interaction techniques.

augmented reality interface. While augmented reality systems use
semi-transparent or video-based head-mounted displays to overlay
computer graphics onto real-world objects (e.g., [10] or [3]), our
system overlays transparent physical props onto the backprojected display of the VT. to achieve a kind of inverse
augmented reality, which we call augmented VR. The VT thereby
provides an enhanced workspace with capable multipurpose tools.
As Wloka & Greenfield [27] point out, the tactile feedback that
the physical props provide makes the tools feel real.

1. INTRODUCTION
While the desktop metaphor is well-understood and represents an
effective approach to human-computer interaction for documentoriented 2D tasks, transplanting it to 3D reveals inherent
limitations (e.g. [8]). In contrast, interfaces that incorporate true
3D input and output technologies, e.g., six degree of freedom
(6DOF) sensors and stereoscopic displays seem more promising,
even though the use of advanced interface devices does not
guarantee a superior user interface.
We present a system that uses transparent props for two-handed
interaction on the Barco BARON [4] Virtual Table (VT), a
tabletop VR display based on a workbench metaphor [14]. The
hand-held transparent props are a pen and a pad and related to
earlier research on the Personal Interaction Panel (PIP) [24], an
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Figure 1: The transparent pen and pad props.
Our system unifies several previously isolated approaches to 3D
user interface design, such as two-handed interaction and the use
of multiple coordinate systems, but more importantly it allows for
the experimentation with the affordances [17] of transparent props
that— with the exception of [25]— are generally unexplored. Our
interface supports the following important features:
• two-handed interaction
• multi-purpose physical props
• embedding 2D in 3D
• use of multiple coordinate systems (i.e., of the table and the
pad)
• transparent tools, especially window-tools and through-theplane tools.
Each of the listed properties allows the design of distinct forms of
interaction. This paper describes our efforts to explore these
possibilities of transparent props for 3D interaction. After an
overview on related work in Section 2, we describe the system
setup used for our experiments in Section 3. We then report on the
interaction techniques supported by our transparent props in
Section 4. Our ideas are illustrated by examples from a Virtual
Landscaping application developed to depict the capabilities of
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our platform. In Section 5 we give some implementation details
essential for the use of augmented VR, as the physical props and
and finally present results and observations of the system in
their virtual counterparts have to appear aligned in 3D.
practice.

2. RELATED WORK
Our approach was originally inspired by the work of Szalavári &
Gervautz [24] on the Personal Interaction Panel. This work
explored the use of (opaque) pen and pad props in a headmounted, see-through augmented reality system, called
Studierstube [21]. Other researchers use pen and pad props,
though either in fully immersive or desktop setups: Sachs et al.
[19] describe a system for the design of 3D curves and shapes.
Angus & Sowizral [2] report on their use of pen and pad props for
embedding traditional 2D GUIs in a 3D immersive system.
Billinghurst et al. [7] describe 3D Palette, a virtual content
creation tool using pen and pad props in a fishtank VR setup.
Several researchers reported on the use of two-handed interaction.
For tabletop VR devices, Cutler et al. [9] have developed a twohanded object manipulation framework using two gloves or a
glove and a stylus. Other uses of two-handed interaction for object
design and manipulation can be found in [16] and [11]. These
designs are based upon Guiard's observation of how humans
distribute work between the two hands [12].
The window-based tools we have developed are related to the
toolglass and magic lenses proposed by Bier et al. [6] and
extended to 3D by Viega et al. [26], but their approach has some
drawback in terms of generality and is not fully embedded into a
VR system. Our window-based tools having real extension into
all 3 dimensions share the goals of 3D magic lenses, but are
based on the more flexible implementation of SEAMS originally
developed for navigation of virtual environments [20].
Our work also shares aspect with both the active and passive lens
of the metaDESK [25]. The metaDESK passive lens is a
transparent prop, but does not use stereoscopic graphics and is not
used for general-purpose interaction like the props in our system.
Wloka & Greenfield [27] point out that using tools are equally
expressive as using one's hands. They propose the use of a onehanded multi-function tool, the virtual tricorder, which inspired
our work as well.
Finally, Pierce et al. [18] report on image-plane interaction
techniques for immersive virtual environments and let users
interact with 2D projections of 3D objects, an approach related to
our through-the-plane metaphor.

3. SYSTEM SETUP
The system we have developed uses the Barco Baron Virtual
Table as its display device. This device offers a 53”x40” display
screen built into a table surface and connects to an SGI Indigo2
Maximum Impact workstation. Together with CrystalEyes shutter
glasses from StereoGraphics, a large stereo display of very high
brightness and contrast is available.
The transparent props we use are an 8”x10” Plexiglas sheet and a
large, pen-shaped, plastic tube (Figures 1,2) which is additionally
fitted out with a button. Both props as well as the shutter glasses
are equipped with 6DOF trackers (Ascension Flock of Birds) for
position and orientation tracking. For details on tracker
calibration, refer to Section 5.
Using the information from the trackers, the workstation
computes stereoscopic off-axis projection images that are
perspectively correct for the user’s head position. This property is

Figure 2: The Virtual Table’s display creates the illusion of
graphics aligned with the pen and pad.
The material for the pen and pad was also selected for minimal
reflectivity, so that with dimmed lights— the usual setup for
working with the VT— the props become almost invisible. While
they retain their tactile property, in the user’s perception they are
replaced by the graphics from the VT. Our observations and
informal user studies indicate that virtual objects can even appear
floating above the Plexiglas surface, and that conflicting depth
cues resulting from such scenarios are not perceived as disturbing.
Conflicts occur only if virtual objects protrude from the outline of
the prop as seen by the user because of the depth discontinuity.
The most severe problem is occlusion from the user’s hands.
Graphical elements on the pad are placed in a way so that such
occlusions are minimized, but they can never be completely
avoided.
The pen was chosen to be relatively large to provide room for
graphics displayed inside the pen. In that way, the pen also
provides visual feedback such as showing the tool is currently
associated with. So far, however, we have made only basic use of
this capability and have instead focused on the pad as a carrier for
the user interface.

4. THE TRANSPARENT PROPS’DESIGN
SPACE
The focus of our work is to explore the user-interface and
interaction possibilities of the transparent pad as a distinct object.
While the two-handed pen-and-pad metaphor is asymmetric [12]
and the pad is assigned the more “passive” role (e. g., it is held in
the non-dominant hand), it has much more interesting affordances
than the pen. Pen and pad have a relationship similar relationship
to mouse pointer and window in a conventional desktop system.
However, the difference to the desktop is not only that pen and
pad operate in 3D, but also that the pad is directly controlled by
the user’s non-dominant hand and can therefore additionally be
used as an active tool.
The pad therefore represents an embedding of 2D in 3D, as
already pointed out by Angus & Sowizral [2]. Yet its possibilities
extend far beyond that by combining several individual
metaphors:
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application areas (e. g., a remote control, a radio, a dishwasher’s
• Tool and object palette: The pad can carry tools and controls,
front panel).
much like a dialog box works in the desktop world (as e.g. in
Smartscene [13]). It can also offer collections of 3D objects to
Another interesting property is the multiple surfaces of reference
choose from.
with which the user simultaneously interacts, a fact also observed
as being beneficial by Ullmer & Ishii [25]. A sample use is the
• Window tools: As the user can see through the pad into the
drag and drop operation from the pad to the table space. We make
scene, the pad becomes a see-through tool (as e.g. the Virtual
further use of this property with the window and through-theTricorder [27]).
plane tools.
• Through-the-plane tool: The user can orient the “window”
defined by the pad and then manipulate objects as seen
4.2 Window Tools
through the pad, i. e. manipulate the 2D projections of objects
on the pad.
Because it is transparent, our pad prop invites users to look
• Volumetric manipulation tool: The pad itself can be used for
through it. Consequently, we chose to experiment with a set of
active object manipulation (as e.g. the WIM [22]) exploiting
functions which we call window tools. Conceptually, they are
the fact that the pad has a spatial extent (unlike the point
very similar to 3D magic lenses introduced by Viega et al. in [26].
represented by the pen tip).
However, we have their work in two significant ways: First, the
underlying implementation does not have the limitations of the
These options co-exist in the design space of our user interface
original work (see Section 5) and have real extension into all 3
and together form a very powerful and general framework for 3D
dimensions. Second, our two-handed interaction allows us to
interaction. Due to the fact that the physical and geometric
manipulate objects seen through the lens instead of just the magic
properties of the pad are of very basic nature, it is possible to use
lens itself. Our window tools are therefore more related to the
all the metaphors mentioned above for application tasks without
toolglass of Bier et al. [6]. This approach is not unlike that of a
confusing the user. Our transparent props form a two-handed
multi-purpose tool in the spirit of Wloka & Greenfield [27].
watchmaker using a magnifying glass together with other tools a
task that naturally fits into a workbench-like environment.
Instead of manipulating controls and objects on the pad, the user
4.1 Tool and Object Palette
manipulates objects on the table surface under the pad, which
In its basic use, the pad serves as a palette offering various tools
divides the table space into two ‘design’spaces.
and controls. The pad resembles a dialog box in a desktop system
In our landscaping application, we have implemented a cable TV
by grouping various application controls such as buttons, sliders,
tool that provides the user with X-ray vision (Figure 4). The user
dials etc. Since the pad is hand-held, it is always in convenient
can look under the surface of the landscape representing an island
reach for the user, which is an advantage if working on different
(using wireframe rendering) and use the pen to lay wire and
areas of the table. It is easy to remember where the controls are,
connect houses to a cable TV network. The X-ray tool is bound to
and the pad can even be put aside temporarily without causing
the backside of the pad, making use of the pad’s two-sided
confusion.
property, thus having the X-ray tool always available. (Which side
Controls are manipulated with the pen, which is also used to select
of the pad the user looks at is easily determined by examining the
tools. The active part of a chosen tool is generally associated with
pad’s normal vector).
the pen, while the pad acts as a passive counterpart for many
tools.

Figure 3: In its basic function, the pad serves as a palette for tools
and controls. Shown is an RGB color selection tool.
The basic mode of our sample landscaping application is object
placement. The pad serves as an object browser presenting a
collection of objects to select from. Objects are then dragged and
dropped into the scene via direct 3D manipulation. Additional
controls some implemented as space-saving pop-up button
bars allow to scale, colorize, and delete objects. 2D controls and
3D direct manipulation naturally blend as the pad represents a 2D
surface similar to many real-world control containers of other

Figure 4: The cable TV routing tool is a special “X-ray” view
attached to the back of the pad and allows the placement of wires
underneath the island.
While the X-ray tool is an example of a modified view of the
environment, a window can also show different content. Windows
in the desktop world usually show different content: multiple
windows can either be entirely unrelated, or they can show data
from different points in space (different viewpoints) or time
(different versions). CAD systems normally use four windows
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interface from the desktop world, an aspect that to our knowledge
with different viewpoints, and text tools like xdiff show a side-byhas not been explored for VR system so far.
side comparison of different versions of data.
When scenes are isolated in multiple windows, changes to one
scene are not reflected in another scene. It is therefore possible to
modify the main scene on the VT while the scene in the window
remains the same: it becomes a historical reference.
For the landscaping applications, multiple versions of
development (or possible design alternatives) can be presented
side by side with little effort by the user. This feature is
potentially very useful for any kind of 3D-design application. By
(a)
(b)
picking up a floating window that is carrying a particular variant
of a scene and unlocking the frozen viewpoint of the window (i.e.
the scene through the window is again rendered with the same
viewpoint as the scene on the VT), a special kind of portable
magic lens for in-place comparison of two variants is created. An
example is shown in Figure 5c, where the large building has been
deleted in the main scene but is still visible through the window
tool.
The possibilities of the snapshot tool are summarized in Figure 6
in the form of a state diagram.
(c)
(d)
No window
Maximize
window
Window = Scene
seen through pad

New window

Freeze

Unfreeze

Window
connected to pad

(e)
Figure 5: The snapshot tool allows the user to manage a
collection of scenes that are viewed from different perspectives
and in different stages of development. Note how the scene in the
snapshots is not flat, but a real 3D view (compare a to b and d),
how a scene variant is visible as a snapshot for comparison (c),
and how multiple snapshots can be kept, floating in windows
above the virtual scene (e).

Disconnect

Connect

Floating window

Figure 6: State diagram for managing scenes using the window
tools of the landscaping application.

4.3 Through-The-Plane Tool
We built this idea into our landscaping application using a
snapshot facility. In normal mode, the view through the window
(pad) is identical to the normal scene. However, a particular view
(or more precisely, viewpoint) of the scene can be locked on the
pad (Figure 5a). This snapshot not a flat photograph, but a real 3D
scene that can be viewed from an arbitrary angle and distance by
moving the pad or one’s head (compare Figure 5b and d to Figure
5a).
Such a snapshot may be decoupled from the pad and left floating
in the scene at any position, and possibly be picked up again later.
By strategically placing multiple of such snapshots in the scene, a
user can inspect multiple views at once from inside a virtual
environment, a strategy equivalent to the aforementioned multiple
views of CAD systems.
Changes to the objects are reflected in all views simultaneously.
However, if the user indicates so, the scene observed through the
window can be isolated from the scene shown on the table and
from other windows’ scenes; thus multiple individual scenes are
seen simultaneously. This feature resembles a multiple document

The look-through affordance of the transparent pad allows the
development of yet another class of user interface tools that we
call through-the-plane tools. They are related to the image plane
techniques reported by Pierce et al. [18]. Image plane techniques
manipulate 3D objects based on their 2D projection on a plane
perpendicular to the line of sight. The pad as a through-the-plane
tool differs from this approach in two important aspects:
1. The 2D plane onto which objects are projected is easily
manipulated by moving or rotating the pad without the need to
move one’s point of view.
2. The physical surface of the pad provides a clear definition of
the 2D manipulation plane and a tactile surface for making
gestures with the pen. (Image plane techniques require a user
to make hand gestures in the air without a clearly defined
depth of the plane.)
As a consequence of these properties, we have not experienced
problems with ambiguities resulting from the stereo projection as
reported in [18], although the problem itself remains.
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and its contour defined by the gesture. All object contained within
In the landscaping application, we have implemented two tools
this volume are selected (Figures 8,9).
using the pad as an through-the-plane tool. The first tool is a
context sensitive information and manipulation dialog. The user
Again, the lasso tool is just one example for a wide design space
may point the pad into the scene, and the object closest to the
of tools based on 2D gestures for 3D objects (e.g., objects may be
tool’s center (in the 2D space of the tool) is selected. The object’s
deleted by “crossing them out”). The through-the-plane tool
description is displayed, and context-sensitive controls are
allows us to reuse all the ideas for 2D manipulation of 3D that are
displayed on the pad.
known in the desktop world (cf. e. g., draggers and manipulators
of Open Inventor [23]). It remains to be verified, however, in
In Figure 7, different collections of colorize buttons appear,
which cases this 2D manipulation is more capable than direct 3D
depending on the type of an object.
manipulation. From our observations we conclude that the power
of such 2D gesture tools lies in manipulation at-a-distance, for
example when attempting to manipulate objects on one side of the
table when standing at the other side.
Eye point

Lasso Outline
pen
pad
Selected
objects

Figure 7: The context sensitive tool uses 2D manipulation
through the pad. Depending on the position of the pad, objects in
the scene get selected, and context sensitive color controls are
offered.
Many desktop applications, such as illustration programs, use
context-sensitive menus and toolbars that appear and disappear as
different objects are selected. The context-sensitive tool brings
these possibilities into a VR system. Note that context-sensitive
manipulation requires two steps in a one-handed desktop system:
The user selects an object, looks for context-sensitive controls to
appear somewhere on the screen, and then manipulates the
controls. Although marking menus as proposed by Kurtenbach &
Buxton [15] are an already much more effective one-handed
interaction, they still require the employment of the user’s hand
for menu marking and then selection. In contrast, only one twohanded step is required in our system, yet controls still always
appear near the selected object. Manipulation of pad and pen can
be almost instantaneous and is cognitively more similar to
context-sensitive pop-up menus, but without the corresponding
disadvantages (e.g., display often obscured by menu, mouse
button must be held and cannot be used for interaction).

Figure 8: The lasso tools uses the pad as a plane through which
objects in the scene are targeted.Instead of selecting objects in the
scene, they can then be selected through a 2D circular gesture on
the pad. An outline drawn on the pad being held into the scene
defines a conical sweep volume that has its tip in the eye point

Virtual table

Figure 9: The lasso defines a conical sweep volume to select
objects.

4.4 Volumetric Manipulation Tool
Most of the tools we have described so far use the pad to provide
the context or frame of reference with the pen (more specifically,
the pen tip) being the active part, quite in the spirit of Guiard’s
observations [12]. However, the pad can be an active (onehanded) tool in its own right.
What sets the pad apart from conventional 3D manipulation tools
like a bat, wands, stylus, or buttonball, is its dimension: all these
devices have a zero-D (point-shaped) “hot spot” for triggering
actions. A laser pointer like tool (which is a popular metaphor for
selecting objects at a distance) uses a ray and therefore has a
dimension of one. Errors introduced by human inaccuracy make it
difficult to perform precise manipulation with tools of essentially
no spatial extent, which lack correspondence to real world tools.
This is why techniques such as 3D snap-dragging [5] were
developed to overcome the mentioned difficulties.
Instead of artificially enhancing the input, we propose to use a
tool with a spatial extent, which more naturally resembles real
world tools. The 2D surface of the pad can serve such a purpose.
As an example, we have implemented a fish net selection tool for
the landscaping application. By sweeping the tool through the
scene, the user may select objects (Figure 10, top), which are all
objects that are intersected with the pad. Since it is undesirable
for the user’s landscaping efforts to be destroyed as a result of
actual objects becoming caught in the fish net, small 3D replicas
of the objects are “caught” in the net (or rather, shown on the
pad’s surface). The replicas are placed in the position on the pad
where the object was penetrated, and an “arrange” button aligns
the replicas in a regular grid for better overview (Figure 10,
bottom).
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We have found that sweeping a path with the pad is surprisingly
C++ code mostly in the form of event callbacks was
effective for the selection of objects that lie in front of the
necessary.
projection plane of the table, especially when a large number of
Calibration. Any system using augmented props requires careful
objects must be selected quickly but selectively. We attribute this
calibration of the trackers to achieve sufficiently precise
ease of usability to the users’ real world experience with similar
alignment of real and virtual world, so the user’s illusion of
tools.
augmentation is not destroyed. With the VT this is especially
problematic, as it contains metallic parts that interfere with the
magnetic field measured by the trackers. To address this problem,
we have adopted an approach similar to the one described by
Agrawala et al. [1] and Krüger et al. [14]: The space above the
table is digitized using the tracker as a probe, with a wooden
frame as a reference for correct real-world coordinates. The
function represented by the set of samples is then numerically
inverted and used at runtime as a look-up table to correct for
systematic errors in the measurements.
Window tools: The rendering of window tools differs from the
method proposed by Viega et al. [26] in its use of hardware stencil
planes. After a preparation step, rendering of the world “behind
the window” is performed inside the stencil mask created in the
previous step, with a clipping plane coincident with the window
polygon. Before rendering of the remaining scene proceeds, the
window polygon is rendered again, but only the Z-buffer is
modified. This step prevents geometric primitives of the
remaining scene from protruding into the window. For a more
detailed explanation, see [20].

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Figure 10: The fish net tool makes use of the pad as a tool with
spatial extent. By sweeping it through the scene, objects are
selected (top image) and replicas of the objects appear on the pad
for further manipulation.
Sometimes it may happen that an object is involuntarily selected
together with others. If this occurs, the small replicas on the pad
can be discarded by wiping them off the pad, and the
corresponding object becomes deselected.
Although we have not yet implemented them, we have imagined
several other volumetric manipulation tools that could be used,
such as a shovel, a ruler, and a rake. Another possible area of
applications are deformation tools for objects made of clay
(similar to features found in MultiGen’s SmartScene [13]).

5. IMPLEMENTATION
Software architecture. Our system is based on the Studierstube
[21] software framework. It is realized as a collection of C++
classes extending the Open Inventor toolkit [23]. Open Inventor’s
rich graphical environment approach allows rapid prototyping of
new interaction styles, typically in the form of Open Inventor
node kits. Tracker data is delivered to the application via an
engine class, which forks a lightweight thread to decouple
graphics and I/O. Off-axis stereo rendering on the VT is
performed by a special custom viewer class. Open Inventor’s
event system has been extended to process 3D (i. e., true 6DOF)
events, which is necessary for choreographing complex 3D
interactions like the ones described in this paper. The .iv file
format, which includes our custom classes, allows convenient
scripting of most of an application’s properties, in particular the
scene’s geometry. Consequently very little application-specific

We have presented a system that uses transparent props the pen
and pad for two-handed interaction with the Virtual Table, a
desktop VR system. The system exploits the fact that the VT can
display 3D graphics aligned with the props, turning them into
multi-purpose tools. In this sense, transparent props seem even to
be a tool for the guiding person in a Surround-Screen ProjectionBased Virtual Reality System (SSVR), who's viewpoint is tracked,
and therefore in correct stereoscopic relation to the interface on
the panel's surface. We consider such a configuration an
interesting next step for our research.
We have explored and prototyped various interaction metaphors,
most of which are inspired by the physical properties of the props
and analogies to the desktop metaphor. Our experiments have led
us to believe that the rich set of user-interface designs developed
for the desktop world in the last decade can be transposed to VR
systems if proper attention is paid to the requirements of 3D.
Our system was informally tested with several users, most of
which had computer (desktop) experience but little experience
with VR systems. They generally found our design very appealing
and were able to perform simple landscaping tasks after a few
minutes of initial instruction. We did not observe any difficulties
in understanding the tools. Complaints mainly addressed technical
inadequacies like tracker error, lag or frame rate. Fatigue resulting
from prolonged use of the props did not seem to be an issue.
However, since most test sessions did not last longer than 20
minutes, this usability aspect will require further investigation.
One significant disadvantage we found lies in the restriction of the
VT to a single head-tracked user, as oftentimes multiple users
wanted to use the system concurrently. As a side note, a possible
solution to this problem is presented in [1] for two users yet the
described approach probably does not scale beyond a few users.
A promising area of future work encompasses the window tools
we have discussed in Section 4.2. The snapshot tool built into the
landscaping application makes only very basic use of the
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[12] Y. Guiard. Assymetric Division of Labor in Human Skilled
possibilities of window tools. We observe that there is a trend in
computer systems towards “browser” tools that invoke adequate
Bimanual Action: The Kinematic Chain as Model. Journal of
Motor Behaviour, 19(4):486-517, 1987.
representations for different flavors of multimedia data, and we
speculate that windows in the style we have shown may prove to
[13] Homan. SmartScene: Digital Training - Learn the System by
be an adequate metaphor to organize data in a browser for 3D
Being Part of the System. Technical report, available from
scenes. Furthermore, the windows can also serve as containers for
http://www.multigen.com/
distinct 3D applications, with possibilities such as object drag and
[14] W. Krüger, C. Bohn, B. Fröhlich, H. Schüth, W. Strauss, and
drop between them. We also intend to explore the possibilities of
G. Wesche: The Responsive Workbench: A Virtual Work
creating a workspace, the 3D equivalent to a multi-windows
Environment. IEEE Computer, 28(7):42-48, 1995.
desktop.
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